Friends of Island View Beach
Review of the draft plan dated November 2016
Prepared November 6, 2016
The CRD released its latest draft plan for Island View Beach on November 1, 2016.
http://www.friendsofislandviewbeach.com/uploads/2/4/3/5/24351508/2016-11-16-ivb-mgmtplanchangetablebd694d52e7e16533860dff00001065ab.pdf
This is an overview of the main points we see and is not a substitute for reading the plan.
The draft is significantly different from the February 2016 and 2013 draft plans, and finally acknowledges
that climate change and sea level rise will have a significant impact on the park, and the park will likely
be increasingly inundated with sea water over the coming decades. This was something never told to
the public by the CRD during the 17 months of public hearings, and the failure to do so severely
compromised informed input from the public.
Positive features of the proposed plan mostly stem from opening up the grasslands to people, dogs and
horses, and removing many of the leash requirements for dogs. The plan for a fenced area for dogs has
been abandoned. In general, south of Lamont Road, people and dogs may be off trail, and dogs off
leash. North of Lamont Road it is proposed dogs be off leash but on trail. (we understand “on trail” to
mean “close to the trail”.) It is proposed that equestrians will have a trail they can use in the grasslands
between April 1st to October 31st, and have two access routes to the sea.

Closed environmental areas.
The plan proposes to close a
substantial area at the top of
the park to the public.
This area is intended as a mix
of quiet zone in the north west,
and preservation area for the
sand based plants in the north
east. This means the usual
access to the beach at the
north east end of the park by
the split rail fence would be
lost. We question the wisdom
of keeping people from the
sandy area in the north east
because people and dogs
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walking kept the sand loose which is beneficial for the species at risk plants there (the greatest
concentrations of yellow sand verbena and the contorted-pod evening-primrose are in or around the
beaten paths), and have warned the CRD of this.
On the coast side, the CRD propose to close the park at the point where the logs are washed on to the
trail in the area shown in the map below.

The triangular section on the right has been fenced off since 2007 to protect the contorted-pod eveningprimrose but that has largely died off and by 2014 was reduced to three small pockets on the trail at the
back. We do not know if it survives now. - see http://www.friendsofislandviewbeach.com/contortedpod.html
The coastal portion of this proposed exclusion zone is heavily vegetated. In 2004 Fairbarns described
this area as “low capability” for the contorted-pod evening- primrose. We think it is also low
capability for any other sand based plant, and question on what scientific basis the CRD propose to
exclude the public from this.
At this time the Friends of Island View do not have enough information to take a position on the
proposal by the CRD to exclude the public from this area, but we have serious doubts that it is
justified. We recommend that if anyone has strong feelings that they email the CRD Board directly
from our web site at: http://www.friendsofislandviewbeach.com/email-the-crd.html

Observations on the “sand dunes” in the park
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Much is spoken of “sand dunes” in the park and on the Tsawout lands, but the reality is that what used
to be sand has become increasingly organic and unsuitable for the sand based species at risk. This a
natural evolution that cannot be blamed on park visitors, nor is there a man made berm or drainage
ditch close by to blame! This is significant because with the combination of the sand becoming organic,
and the climate change that has already become apparent in the park, natural conditions there are
becoming unfavourable for the sand based species at risk in the park. We recommend this be
considered before embarking on expensive restoration projects in the park.

Specific changes we call for in the draft plan

Climate change and sea level rise
The CRD now acknowledge that climate change and sea level rise will have a significant impact on the
park, and the park will likely be increasingly inundated with sea water over the coming decades. These
are the strongest threats to the park; to the species within it; and to neighbouring farm and residential
properties including the Tsawout lands, yet the plan makes no concrete provision for this. Also, the CRD
is but one of 5 property owners along this shoreline that is threatened by sea level rise.
We propose that the plan be amended to add at 3.6.1.1 on page 44
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Prior to undertaking any activity in the park, examine the likely impact of climate change and sea
level rise on that activity.
Work with the District of Central Saanich to develop an emergency response procedure in the
event the Island View Beach berm is breached anywhere along its length.

Reason: Flooding of the park with sea water could be catastrophic. Substantial amounts of public
money should not be spent on projects if there is a risk of damage or loss to that project. Also the CRD
should be a good neighbour and cooperate to create a common response to the threat of rising sea
level.

Hunting in the park
1. That Page 38 of the draft plan be changed
from: First Nations’ resource harvesting may occur in the park, subject to conservation and public safety
considerations.
to: First Nations’ resource harvesting OF PLANTS may occur in the park, subject to conservation and
public safety considerations.
Reason: Resource harvesting can be interpreted to include hunting and trapping, and the CRD have
confirmed that is not contemplated in the park.

2. That Page 42 of the draft plan be changed
from: Hunting and firearms are not permitted at Island View Beach Regional Park as per CRD Parks
Bylaw No. 3682.
to:
A person must not hunt, nor possess or discharge any firearm, fireworks, slingshot, bow, or
crossbow at Island View Beach Regional Park
Reason: CRD Parks Bylaw No, 3682 does not prohibit hunting in CRD parks. It prohibits hunting without
a permit. This change is to make it clear that for public safety, no hunting or use of weapons is
permitted in the park, as there is housing close by, and people in the park and on the beach. Also for
public safety, reference to a general CRD bylaw is not sufficient, and the plan needs to include a specific
prohibition on hunting as does the existing park bylaw.

Maintenance of the mosquito drainage ditches, control program and the berm
The CRD Board has given repeated, unconditional commitments to the public that the mosquito control
ditches; the mosquito control program, and the berm, will be maintained.
2013: http://www.timescolonist.com/news/local/crd-vows-to-keep-island-view-beach-park-dry-in-battle-againstmosquitoes-1.706156
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Committee chairwoman Susan Brice said the CRD’s position on ditch maintenance and mosquito
control “has been nailed down” and anxiety in the community could be lessened by reaffirming that
fact.
2014: http://www.timescolonist.com/news/local/vision-for-island-view-park-is-not-about-mosquitoes-1.917388

…. there will be no backtracking on a decision to keep drainage ditches clear and maintain the
mosquito-abatement program in the 52-hectare park, says CRD parks committee chairwoman Susan
Brice.
“So we don’t get anxiety out there, I would just like to confirm for everybody that the issue about
drainage and mosquito abatement is not on the table,” Brice said.
“This committee and the board has confirmed the ’89 park management plan with respect to the
maintenance of the drainage system in Island View park and the mosquito abatement program.
Signed, sealed and delivered.”
Despite these nailed down, signed sealed and delivered commitments, the draft plan attaches weasel
clauses to the commitments to maintain the ditches, the mosquito control program, and the berm.
Make unconditional commitments in the plan to maintain the mosquito control ditches; the mosquito
control program, and the berm.
Reason: To match the commitments in the existing plan, and the repeated assurances given to the public
by the CRD Board.

The draft plan proposes three major fences.
1.
A 1.25km fence the full length of the shoreline, to stop the public from moving between the park
and the beach. The CRD propose to build 5 access points along the shoreline and require the public to
use those.
The rationale is to stop people and dogs damaging sensitive plants along the shoreline, but no evidence
has been provided that there are plants there that need protection, or that have been damaged in the
past. The beach is littered with logs that move in each storm.
The fence and the beach access points will be hugely expensive to build, and costly to maintain as they
will be damaged in the storms.
We support beach access points for those with mobility difficulty, but find this proposal to fence the
beach, offensive to the public, and an irresponsible waste of public money as the beach access points
will be washed out with each storm. We ask the CRD to withdraw this fencing proposal.
2.
A 1km fence is proposed to surround the area between the berm trail and the inland trail, north
of Lamont Road. The rationale being to protect sensitive plants and to undertake a sand restoration
scheme.
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No evidence has been shown that this is a sensitive area, and a photograph from 1926 shows this area
was scrub land 90 years ago, and it is scrub land now, so what would it be restored to? Also the CRD
now acknowledge the park will be increasingly inundated with sea water over the coming decades,
which will flood and destroy this very area they propose to fence and restore.
We feel both the proposed fence and sand restoration are unjustified and a waste of taxpayer money
and ask the CRD to withdraw these proposals.
3.
An approximately 400m fence running east west across the park, to close off the quiet area and
the sandy area.
We support the concept of the quiet area on the north west, but for the reasons explained above, have
serious reservations that there is justification to close the north east to the public.

Zoning in the west above Lamont Road “off leash, off trail”
Under the current bylaw,
the area above Lamont
Road, and to the west of
the main ditch is zoned
“off leash and off trail” for
dogs, the equivalent of a
Natural Environment Zone
in the language of the new
draft plan.
The new draft plan
proposes however to
make this area an
Environmental Protection
Zone 2 which is “off leash
and on trail” and on trail
for people too.
This is unwarranted.
No damage has been done to this area in the 50 years is has been off trail for people and dogs.
No valid environmental assessment was produced by the CRD during the last two years that shows this is
an environmentally sensitive area.
And Stacey Filatow 2009, at page 30, say “Although there are numerous walking trails through the upper
meadows, there was little evidence of misuse, such as off trail or all terrain vehicles.”
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Zone the area above Lamont Road and to the west of the main north south ditch, as Natural
Environment Zone – Off trail access.
Reason: This has always been an off trail area. There has been no damage, and no environmental
assessment has been shown that this is a sensitive area.

Advisory Committee
Create an IVB advisory committee that would take elements of the new plan and have that committee
(of which FOIVB would be a major player representing 5,400 concerned citizens) work with CRD Parks
staff to implement the plan
Have this working committee advise CRD Parks staff on how to improve the plan to address issues such
as
a) climate change and rising sea levels
b) invasive species and how to stop them from completely overwhelming the natural ecosystem
c) park improvements and prioritization
d) conducting real Eco-science that is evidence based and peer reviewed.

Our thoughts
5,400 people have signed a petition calling on the CRD to leave the park alone.
We are on record as protesting the undisclosed information and the incomplete and ill-considered facts
during the public participation stage by the CRD. We wrote to every Director of the CRD urging that the
material presented to the public be checked before proceeding. Only two directors made inquiry. A few
Directors even publically criticised our members for questioning the CRD data, yet not one of those
Directors took the time to speak with us to see why we kept coming back, sounding the alarm that the
public was being misled. We wrote to every level of management within the CRD urging the data be
checked, but no one reviewed it with us. http://www.friendsofislandviewbeach.com/letters-to-the-crdin-2015.html
In this plan, 6 months after the last of the public meetings, the CRD has finally acknowledged that
climate change and rising sea level will have a significant impact on the park, and that the park will likely
be increasingly inundated with sea water over the coming decades. This should have been disclosed to
the public at the beginning of this process two years ago.
Like many, we are acutely aware of the excruciatingly long time this process has taken – 6 years to date.
We wish to see it brought to a conclusion, but not at the cost of an unfair bargain imposed on the public.
We doubt there is a scientific need to close the north east end of the park to the public.
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This latest draft plan calls for over 2.5 km of fencing to keep the public out of areas of the park, and
questionable sand restoration projects that will be destroyed in the first floods. This an irresponsible
waste of public funds, and we call on the CRD Board to reject these proposals.
If the changes we recommend above are implemented, we will recommend this plan to our members,
albeit it reluctantly.

